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ABSTRACT 
This paper reports the first in-field detection of actual 

hexanal from the damaged sorghums using the field-

deployed nano-gap gas sensor. The previously developed 

nano-gap gas sensor was fully integrated with electronics 

and wireless communication units into a portable 

prototype (10×10×7 cm3). The field deployed gas sensor 

prototype successfully detected the ‘scream’ from the 

mechanically damaged sorghums by detecting a particular 

gas molecule, hexanal, released after the time point of 3.5 

hours since the start of leaf cutting. The sensor prototype 

was pre-programmed to detect >100 ppm concentrations 

of hexanal in ambient air. After 1.5 hours since the cutting 

was stopped, the sensor prototype successfully recovered. 

The sorghum field testing conditions included a 

temperature (25~120 °C) and humidity (≤70%RH). The 

detection demonstration clearly indicated that (1) a 

prototype successfully captured actual hexanal released 

from the damaged sorghums real-time and that (2) it was 

feasible to monitor a mechanically-stressed status of 

sorghums by gas monitoring.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Crop yield from precision agriculture can be 
significantly improved by monitoring early-stage crop 
damages. Crop damage monitoring can alleviate some of 
the 35 % crop yield that is affected annually by pests [1]. 
Such detection had a market size of $3.86 billion in 2020 
and is expected to keep on increasing to reach $6.97 billion 
in 2026 [2]. 

However, the timing and location of the crop damages 
are difficult to identify due to non-real-time and non-spatial 
sensing methods such as manual scouting and unmanned 
sensors [3]. Manual scouting involves being physical 
presence  at the damaged spot in a farm and has been 
traditionally used to detect the occurrences of insects, 
microbes and weeds [4]. Unmanned sensing methods such 
as satellite imaging, spectroscopy and IR sensors have been 
developed to address the needs for more autnomous 
sensing [5]. These methods are however often affected by 
the post processing requirement for image/spectroscopy, 
environmental condition susceptibility for IR, which make 
them difficult to utilize in real-time sensing, and limited 

accuracy. 
Detection of signature VOC gases indicating crop 

damages has been increasing interest, while such 
conventional methods have been limited time- and space-
wisely [6]. VOC sensing through gas sensors could enable 
continuous, in-situ monitoring of crops and provide early 
warning for pest attacks [7]. This is because gas sensors 
unlike other pest monitoring or scouting methods do not 
require a user to be present in the field as in imaging 
methods or require sampling as in chromatographic 
methods. 

The previously reported nanogap-based sensor has 
demonstrated the detection capability of hexanal only in 
the laboratory environment so far [8]. Accordingly, it was 
not a self-standing unit since it did not include supporting 
electronics for wake-up and wireless communication 
functions. Additionally, it was under a question about 
operation stability under the actual field conditions such as 
humidity and varying temperatures. To investigate into 
such stability issues, the prototype was depoyed in the 
actual sorghum field in the Nebraksa, Lincon.  

This paper reports our initial in-field demonstration of 
the developed nanogap-based sensor under actual field 
conditions. Specifically, it reports the operation principle, 
prototype integration and field experimental conditions and 
measurement results. 

 

OPERATION PRINCIPLE  
The operation of a nanogap sensor prototype starts 

with the capture of target molecules, hexanal, via the 
previously developed nano-gap sensor. The capture of 
molecules leads to the wake-up of the signal processing 
electronics that includes a fA amplifier, a comparator, and 
a microcontroller that produces a detection signal. The 
detection signal is then transmitted to the gateway node 
using the LoRa module, and finally, to the central station 
using the LTE network.  

 

FABRICATION AND INTEGRATION 

The nanogap-sensor was first fabricated and then 
functionalized with the hexanal-binding linkers (Fig.1). 
The nanogap-sensor was, then, integrated into the portable 
prototype with electronics (Fig. 2).  

 

Nanogap Gas Sensor 

The gas sensor fabrication was performed following 
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the previously reported protocol [11,12] . The fabricated 
sensor was coated with a hexanal-sensitive chemistry and 
then mounted on a bond pad that provided a wire-bonding 
location during the assembly of the whole prototype. 
 

Prototype Integration 
The prototype consisted of the nanogap-sensor, a fA 

amplifier, a comparator, a microcontroller, an LED, a 
wireless communication unit and a battery. The integrated 
amplifier (LMP7721, Texas Instruments) converted the 
pico-ampere current from the nano-gap gas sensor into 
milli-voltage signal. The comparator (OPA348, Texas 
Instruments) generated 0 V or 4.5 V according to the 
transmitted voltages from the amplifier.  The generated 
signal was used to determine whether the detection event 
occurred or not. The microcontroller (Teensy 3.6, PJRC), 
then, converted the input voltage signals into status of not 
detected or detected and sent them to the LED and LoRa 
module. The LED displayed the on-signal at the hexanal 
capturing only. The LoRa module (RFM95x, Adafruit) 
transmitted the status signal to the gateway with a 
frequency of 915 MHz. Finally, the prototype was power-
supplied by a LiPo battery (2500 mAh, 3.7V). 
 

 
 
Figure 2: Diagram of the integrated prototype with nano-

gap gas sensor  

 

 

EXPERIMENTS 

 

Operational Range of Temperature and Humidity 

Before field deployment, the nanogap-based sensor’s 
operational range of temperature and humidity was pre-
defined via in-lab testing. This in-lab testing was 
performed to compare the sensor operation to potential 
field conditions. Monitoring of the operation range of the 
nanogap sensor was performed by varying the humidity 
and temperature to which the sensor was exposed. 
Temperature levels were set from 25 ⁰C to 120 ⁰C, and 
humidity levels were set from  30% to 90% RH. At each 
temperature and humidity level, the sensor signal output 
was measured while being exposed to commercial hexanal 
in 100 ppm that was our hypothesized field concentration. 
The sensor’s output signal was measured by Keithely 
semiconductor spectrometer, and the changes in sensor 
response were monitored before and after the exposure to 
hexanal.  

 

In-Field Hexanal Detection 

In-field hexanal detection with the nanogap sensor 
integrated into the prototype was performed in the sorghum 
field containing 4 months old sorghums. Four different 
prototypes were deployed: one prototype was the working 
sensor and three prototypes were controls that were not 
expected to respond to the hexanal exposure. After the 
prototypes were deployed in the field, the sorghum leaves 
were cut at the constant rate of 91 cuts per 1 minute for 210 
minutes. The hexanal detection at the nanogap sensor was 
continuously monitored at the prototype as well as at a 
remote place that was wirelessly tethered to the 
implemented prototypes.   

 

RESULTS 

Operational Range of Temperature 
The in-lab testing results indicated the sensor’s 

operational range for temperature was from 25 °C to 120 
⁰C, as shown in Fig. 3. Within these temperature ranges,  

 

 
Figure 1: Sensor deployment in a sorghum farm and testing of sensor response to VOCs released from damaged plants 
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Figure 3: Sensor signal change with increasing 

temperature 

 

 
Figure 4: Sensor signal change with increasing humidity 

 
the sensor produced an output signal, which was the ratio 
of resistance, exceeding 1.15 or 15% that was utilized as a 
threshold for an electronics wake-up.  

As the temperature around the sensor increased from 
room temperature, the output signal, an on/off ratio of 
resistance, rose gradually until 80 °C. During this 
temperature testing, the change in sensor output increase 
from 63.68% at 25 °C to 90.13% at 80 °C by a ratio of 1.38 
times. Beyond the temperature values of 80 °C, the sensor 
output change started to drop, reaching 77.29% at 95 °C, 
66.41% at 110 ⁰C and finally 49.24% at 120 °C. Even at 
120 ⁰C with a output change of 49.24% the sensor was still 
considered to be usable as it was more than 3 times the 
noise value of 15%. These results confirmed our hypothesis 
that (1) increased temperature led to higher energy and 
more frequent penetration of a target molecule into a nano-
gap until the ambient becomes 80 °C, and that (2) beyond 
80 °C, the thiol bonding of a chemical linker to the gold 
surface in a nano-gap sensor started be damaged, thus 
r e s u l t i n g  i n  d e c r e a s i n g  o u t p u t  s i g n a l s .   

 

Operational Range of Humidity 
The sensor’s operational humidity range was also 

identified during the in-lab testing before field deployment, 
as shown in Fig. 4. Figure 4 showed that the sensor was 
able to operate at a wide humidity range from 25% to 70%. 
As the humidity level increased, the output remained 
relatively stable between 30% to 70% humidity except at a 
relative humidity range of 40%: 45.65% at 30% RH, 
51.72% at 50% RH, 58.85% at 60% and 59% at 70% RH. 

The data point at RH 40% will be invesitaged futher. 
Beyond humidity values of 70% the sensor response to 
hexanal was lower than the noise value of 15% and was, 
thus, considered to be unstable at those levels. It is 
hypothesized that the hydrogen bond of water molecules 
near the linker could inhibit the sensor’s capturing of the 
hexanal as explained in [15]. 

 

In-Field Detection of Actual Hexanal  
The field deployed nanogap sensor captured the  actual 

hexanal from the damaged sorghums after 3.5 hours 
exposure time in the field, and then recovered back after 
1.5 hours recovery time, as shown in Fig.5. Subsequently, 
the prototype successfully transmitted the detection signal 
to the LED display unit and the LoRa wireless 
communication unit. The in-field testing was performed at 
field conditions of 25 °C and 25 % RH.  

Figure 5 showed the overall timeline of the hexanal 
detection from sensor installation and cutting the sorghums 
leaves to the recovery of the prototype once removed from 
the field. The sorghum field where the deployment took 
place contained 4 months old sorghum plants. The 
deployed prototype transmitted a gas detection signal after 
3.5 hours of continuous cutting of sorghum leaves, when 
80 plant leaves were cut. The LED unit of the prototype 
displayed a gas detection message of on-signal 
simultaneously. The deployed prototype was removed 
from around the sorghum plants at the 5.0 hour mark, at 
which point the sensor recovery was observed. During the 
whole deployment process the three control prototypes did 
not respond.  

 

 
Figure 5: Timeline for actual hexanal detection in field  

 
 

 
 

Figure 6: Timeline for actual hexanal detection in field  
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CONCLUSION 
This paper reported the demonstration of an in-field 

hexanal detection enabled by the previously-developed 
nano-gap based sensor prototype. In-lab testing of the 
sensor pre-identified the operation range of the sensor as 
from 25 ⁰C to 120 ⁰C in temperature and below 70% RH in 
humidity. The integrated prototype demonstrated the 
detection of the sorghum damages after 3.5 hours. The 
nanogap sensor was also able to recover back to initial 
status after 1.5 hours of recovery time. The wireless 
communication from the prototype to a remost central 
station was validated by the received messaged through a 
gateway node via an LoRa module and LTE network. 
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